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Dean's Message
to the Class of 2002
Congratulations to you - the

pathic physician,

UMDNJ-School

oughly trained than any other health

of Osteopathic

Medicine Class of 2002!
proud of each one of you
this milestone.

I

am

very

care provider.

for achieving

you are more

Remember

thor-

always, no

drug can replace the empathy and healing touch of a well-

I

and

hope you look back

trained, attentive

on your time here

dedicated physician.

with fond memories

Each time you don your

of campus

white coat, you are

life,

your

accepting the responsi-

fellow graduates,
the faculty,

and of

bility to carry

out the

course, earning

work of the most noble

your Doctor of

of professions.

Osteopathic Medi-

that

cine degree.

fully prepared to

I

know

you have been
meet

every challenge and

You have embarked

possess the knowledge

on your medical

and

education and

of your goals.

skills to

achieve

all

training during the

On

most remarkable
time in the history

istration,

Frederick J. Humphrey
D.O.,F.A.C.N.

of medicine. Not
only will you benefit

behalf of the admin-

II,

you

to the

welcome
Alumni

Association and trust

Dean

from having

I

that

School of Osteopathic Medicine

received your

you

will

always

consider yourself an

medical education and training

at the

important part of our growing family of

As

the last class of medical

nation's finest osteopathic medical

physicians.

school, but you will also benefit from

students to graduate during

contemporary research, invention and

deanship, you will always be very

technology that give you the capacity

special to

me.

and honor

to

to eradicate disease

more

and prevent

illness

It

my

has been a privilege

have served you.

effectively than ever before.

Congratulations and best wishes in your

As you

enter practice,

ate that

you are unique. As an osteo-

you

will appreci-

professional endeavors.
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Dean
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CELL BIOLOGY
Carl Hock, Ph.D.
Chair, Adjunct Associate Professor
Rocco Carsia, PhX>.
Associate Professor

Teresa Duda, Ph J>.
Assistant Professor

Lloyd Forman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

CELL BIOLOGY
Kersti Linask, Ph.D.

Associate Professor

Bertram

Lipitz,

D.V.M.

Instructor, Coterminous

Pietan Liu, Ph.D.
Instructor

George Mulheron, Ph.D.
Adjunct Assistant Professor

CELL BIOLOGY
Richard Schimmel, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

Rameshwar Sharma, Ph.D.
Professor
Eric Spokas, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

Bernd Spur, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

CELL BIOLOGY
James White, Ph.D.
Adjunct Associate Professor
Kingsley Yin, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

DENTAL MEDICINE
George Mardirossian, D.M.D.
Chair, Professor

EMERGENCY MEDICINE
Francis Levin, D.O.
Chair, Assistant Professor

FAMILY PRACTICE
Carman

Ciervo, D.O.

Chair, Associate Professor
John Bertagnolli, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Desmond Cheng, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Robin M. Clemons, M.D.
Assistant Professor

UMDNJ-SOM AR TICULA TIONS

FAMILY PRACTICE

\

Allen Clowers, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Claxton Crowder, M.D.
Assistant Professor

'»

^

^

I

Edmund

Erde, Ph.D.

Professor

Robert A J. Fernandez, D.O.
^ ss ^ant P rofessor

FAMILY PRACTICE
Frank

Filipetto,

D.O.

Assistant Professor

Shari Fine, D.O.
Assistant Professor

R. Michael Gallagher, D.O.
Professor
Gintare Gecys, D.O.
Assistant Professor

FAMILY PRACTICE
C. Ivan Gordon, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Marvin Herring, M.D.
Professor

Robert Hudrick, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Richard Jarvis, D.O.
Assistant Professor

FAMILY PRACTICE
Kathryn Lambert, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Robin Levin, MJD.
Assistant Professor

Lisa Beth Lichtman, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

David Mason, D.O.
Assistant Professor

FAMILY PRACTICE
Eleanor Masterson, D.O.
Associate Professor

Karen McCauley-Minner, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Loretta Mueller, D.O.
Associate Professor
George Scott, D.O., D.P.M.
Assistant Professor
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FAMILY PRACTICE
Richard Steiner, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Michael Voyack, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Virginia Witt,

M.D.

Assistant Professor, Coterminous

Andrea Woll.D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

MEDICINE
Thomas

Cavalieri, D.O.
Chair, Professor
Stephen Burnstein, D.O.

Professor
John Chiesa, D.O.
Associate Professor

Myron Chu, D.O.
Assistant Professor

MEDICINE
Ira Cuttler,

M.D.

Assistant Professor

Lesly D'Ambola, D.O.
Assistant Professor, Coterminous
Ritchell

Dignam,

MD.

Assistant Professor

Michael Dabrow, D.O.
Associate Professor

MEDICINE
Alfred DiPiero, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Timothy Dombrowski, D.O.
Associate Professor
Bennett Fein, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Nathan Freed, D.O.
Associate Professor

MEDICINE
James Giudice, D.O.
Professor
Russell Griesback, D.O.
Associate Professor
Elizabeth Heifer, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor
Joanne Kaiser-Smith, D.O.
Associate Professor

8
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MEDICINE
Raksha Kothari, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Thomas Morley, D.O.
Professor
Faith Nathan, M.D.
Associate Instructor

Sherry Pomerantz, Ph.D.
Adjunct Assistant Professor

MEDICINE
Nadine Rosenthal, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Myra Schached, D.O.
Instructor

Stanley Schiff, D.O.
Associate Professor

Edward A. Skobac, M.D.
Assistant Professor

MEDICINE
May Thomas, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Mark Woodward, Mtt>.
Assistant Professor

Xiaodan Ye, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Silvio

Zappasodi, D.O.

Associate Professor

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Salvatore Caradonna, Ph.D.
Chair, Professor

Gary

Bailin, Ph.D.

Associate Professor
Kathleen Battaglia, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Subhasis Biswas, Ph.D.

Professor

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Michael Henry, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

Robert Ladner, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

Kai

Mon Lee, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor

David Li,Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

UMDNJ-SOM ARTICULATIONS
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MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Susan Muller- Weeks, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

Robert Nagele, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

OBSTETRICS AND

GYNECOLOGY
Ronald Ayres, D.O.
Chair, Associate Professor
Joseph Bottalico, D.O.
Associate Professor

OBSTETRICS AND

GYNECOLOGY
Charlene Bramble, M.D.
Assistant Professor

William Croft, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Laura Dalton, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Dipak Deivadia, D.O.
Assistant Professor

OBSTETRICS AND

GYNECOLOGY
William Gall, D.O.
Associate Professor
Denise Klink,

CNM

Instructor

Peter Konchak,D.O.
Associate Professor

Paul Kruegar, D.O.
Associate Professor

OBSTETRICS AND

GYNECOLOGY
Roberta Laskowski,

CNM

Instructor

Diane Reynolds,

CNM

Instructor

Anthony Salerno, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Theresa Scholl, Ph.D.,

MPH

Professor

OBSTETRICS AND

GYNECOLOGY
Faramarz Zarghami, M.D.
Associate Professor

OSTEOPATHIC SCIENCES
Carl Mogil, D.O.
Chair, Associate Professor
Nejat Guzelsu, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

Eleanor Masterson, D.O.
Associate Professor
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PATHOLOGY
Larry Wyatt, D.O.
Chair, Associate Professor
Alvin Hall, M.D.
Assistant Professor

*

Sunder Mansukhani, M.D.
Clinical Professor

Michael McCormack, Ph.D.
Professor

PATHOLOGY
Mary Jo Robinson, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Linda Seeley, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Alan Scheinbaum, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Steven Tellschow,

M J).

Assistant Professor

PEDIATRICS
Gary McAbee, D.O., J.D.
Chair, Professor
Anna Baldino, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor
Gloria Durelli, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Lori Feldman- Winter, M.D.
Associate Professor

PEDIATRICS
Susan Friedler, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Linda Jones-Hicks, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Jacqueline Kaari, D.O.
Instructor

Albertina Ricci, D.O.
Instructor

PSYCHIATRY
William Ranieri, D.O.
Chair, Professor

Roberta

Ball,

D.O.

Clinical Assistant Professor

Edward Baruch, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Jane Chamberlain, M.D.
Assistant Professor
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PSYCHIATRY
Elaine Elenewski, R.N., MA.
Adjunct Instructor
Michael Friedman, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Susan Franklin, RN,
Adjunct Instructor

CNS

JoAnne Gonzalez-Serrat, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

*

PSYCHIATRY
Nazil Gulab,

M.D.

Assistant Professor

David Harrison, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Frederick J.

Humphrey IE D.O.

Professor

Pamela Kane,PhJ).
Assistant Professor

PSYCHIATRY
David Krefetz, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Geetha Kumar, M.D.
Associate Professor

Douglas Leonard, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Andrew

Levitas,

M J).

Associate Professor

PSYCHIATRY
Donald Light, Ph.D.
Professor

Harry Madison, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Leslie

Madrak, D.O.

Instructor
Patricia

Maher-Mediuch, RN, CS

Instructor

PSYCHIATRY
George McCandless, RN,

MSN

Instructor

Alfred Moyer,

RN

Instructor

Erica Musser, D.O.
Assistant Professor
Stacy Nelson, MSN,

RN

Instructor
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PSYCHIATRY
Valsa Ouseph, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Denise Owen-Fabricus,

RN

Clinical Instructor

Richard Pessagno,

MSN, RN

Instructor

Narsimha

Pinninti,

M.D.

Assistant Professor

PSYCHIATRY
George Piper, D.O.
Associate Professor

Walter Rhodes, D.O.
Instructor

David Riss miller, D.O.
Associate Professor

James Rogers, D.O.
Assistant Professor

PSYCHIATRY
Mark Rosenberg, RN
Instructor

Melissa Runyon, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

Mark

Sacher, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Robert Steer, Ed.D.
Professor

PSYCHIATRY
Lynne

Stein,

M.D.

Clinical Assistant Professor

Marianne Tracey,M.A.
Assistant Professor

Edward Valkov, M.D.
Instructor

Lydia Vender, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

PSYCHIATRY
Alfred Way slow, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Glenn

Zielinski,

D.O.

Assistant Professor

REHABILITATION
MEDICINE
R. Michael Gallagher, D.O.
Acting Chair
Barbara Douglas, M.D.
Assistant Professor
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REHABILITATION
MEDICINE
Deanna Janora, M.D.
Director, Wellness Center,
Assistant Professor

Richard Jermyn, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Deborah Oranchak, D.O.
Assistant Professor

SURGERY
James Weese, M.D.
Chair, Professor

SURGERY
Michael

I.

Abraham, D.O.

Associate Professor
Dwayne Badgett, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Charles Dietzek, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Thomas

Duffy, D.O.

Assistant Professor

SURGERY
Manucher Fallahnejad, M.D.
Professor
Howard Floch, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Louis Gallo, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Richard Liszewski, D.O.
Associate Professor

SURGERY
Frederick Meoli, D.O.
Associate Professor

Keith O'Malley, M.D.
Associate Professor

Marc Rosen, D.O.
Assistant Professor
T.Peter Stein, Ph.D.

Professor

SURGERY
Raymond Wojtalik,
Associate Professor

M.D.

CENTER FOR AGING
Anita Chopra, M.D.
Director, Associate Professor

Stephen Dinsmore, D.O.
Associate Professor

John Domanski, M.D.
Assistant Professor

14
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CENTER FOR AGING
Srilalitha

Donepudi, M.D.

Assistant Professor
Manette Fine, D.O.
Clinical Assistant Professor

Terrie Ginsberg, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Lynne Gradinger, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor

CENTER FOR AGING
Ross Greenberg, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Xingjia Hua, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Halina Kedziora, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor
Janet Lieto, D.O.
Assistant Professor

CENTER FOR AGING
Mysore Mouliswar, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Prameela

Palli,

M.D.

Assistant Professor

Rajankumar

Patel,

M.D.

Assistant Professor

Elyse Perweiler, R.N.,

MPP

Assistant Professor

CENTER FOR AGING
Gerald Podskalny, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Stephen Scheinthal, D.O.
Assistant Professor

Nirmala Selvam, M.D.
Assistant Professor

CENTER FOR
CHILDREN'S SUPPORT
Martin Finkel, D.O.
Director, Associate Professor

CENTER FOR
CHILDREN'S SUPPORT
Esther Deblinger, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Julie Ann Lippman, Psy.D.
Assistant Professor

Marita Lind, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Lori Moyer, Ph.D.
Instructor
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INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY

Tisha Calvarese
Information Technology

MARKETING
Mary Louise Bianco-Smith
Marketing

STAFF
Jacqueline Giacobbe
Cognitive Skills

Linda Jensen
Registrar

STAFF
Robert McBride
Educational Media
Dean Micciche
Alumni/Student Affairs
Anne Negrin
Student Services
Andrew Pecora, D.O.
Problem-Based Learning

STAFF
Sandra Rollins
Financial Aid
Janice Skica
Library

Paula Slade
Admissions
Connie Spencer
Dean's Office
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Class of 2002 Babies - Guess

See page number at bottom right corner

to

see

who

Who?

's

who...
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Bolanle Adenike

Akingboye,
D.O.
New
B.S.

City,

NY

Georgetown University

•

NYCOMI Maimonides
Medical Center
Brooklyn,

NY

Pediatrics

I

thank

God

for all

my blessings.

Mommy

and Daddy. I love you
both. I have come this far because of your love and support.

Thanks

for

everything.

Akindele, you are always in
heart.

Jummy, Kemi,

my

Deji and

Yejide. thank you for being there
for

me and most of all making me

laugh.

being

Akinwumi. thank you

my

for

angel here on Earth.

I

love you. Stella, thank you for

your inspiration and love. May
all that you achieve know God's
success. Kwandaa and Regina, I
will be a better physician for all
the things you have taught me. I
love you both. To friends back
home, thank you for reminding
me to keep my soul dancing despite life's obstacles.

34

Shira Leah

Asekoff,D.O.
West Orange,

NJ

BA.* Barnard College,
Columbia University

UNECOM/

University of

Connecticut

Farmington,

CT

Internal Medicine

Mom, Abba, Sarah, John,
Grandma and Grandpa - Thank
you for the love and encouragement over the past four years and
always. I could never have done
without you. You are my
it
strength and

Ariel

love you.

I

- Thank you

for being

my

partner in this crazy and wonderful

my

journey heart!
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I

love you with

all

Washington,
B.S.

•

NJ

Muhlenberg College

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford,

NJ

Internal Medicine

I

owe

thanks to

many people

now. Thanks to my parents,
my sister, and my Uncle Ken for
encouraging me. Thanks to my
extended family in Texas for
your numerous words of support. Thanks to Grandma and
Grandpa Bescherer, your careers
have inspired me. Thanks to Station 83 Rescue, the American
Red Cross, and the American
right

Heart Association for accepting

me

into

your ranks as a col-

league. Last, but certainly not
least,

thank you

Amy

for being

J

Veeral Ravindra

Bhoot,D.O.
Randolph,

MA. • Boston

N

University

NYCOM I Maimonides
Medical Center
Preliminary Medicine

I

would

like to

thank

my

parents

for their love, unconditional support,

guidance and encourage-

ment. In four years.

have ac-

I

quired a great deal of knowledge,

made

lifelong friends, found the

love of

my

life

- Sonal, and ma-

tured as a person.
to enter the next

Hopefully

.

I

Now I am able

phase of my

will enjoy

ship and residency as

enjoyed

life.

my internmuch

as

I

my medical school expe-

rience. Congratulations Class of

2002 - 1 wish everyone the best of
luck in your future endeavors.

"Make each day

count.'

Veeral

Paula Bordelon,

D.O.
Jennings,

LA

B.S. • University of
Southwestern Louisiana

PCOM/Lehigh

Valley

Hospital

Bethlehem,

PA

Traditional Rotating

To my
you

family and friends, thank

for

your support and guid-

ance.

"A

life is

not important except in

the impact

has on other lives."
- Jackie Robinson

it

41

"

Alissa Sue

Brotman, D.O.
Hamilton Square,

BA. U Harvard

NJ

University

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford,

NJ

General Surgery

am forever grateful to my family
who hath endured medical school
with me; who understood the triI

and tribulations of my frustratwho answered
unanswerable questions like,
"What should I study next?" and
who listened to unending talk that
my desire to become a surgeon
must be. Their words of encouragement and eternal devotion are
als

ing study sessions,

awesome

How

treasures.

funny

it

seems now. ..it was

over french fries that I met Rich
(a/k/a/ Studmuffin), who I adore.
Nothing is stronger than our
amour.

And

world of medicine we
we embark on this
unending journey to heal, learn
and develop the new. And may we
relentlessly continue our passion
on our quest to heal.
to the

enter... may

"Humility and inner peace go
hand and hand.
- Don't Sweat the Small
Stuff and

A
^2

it's all

small

stuff

Richard Carlson, Ph.D.

Vivian
Buenavides,

D.O.
East Windsor,
B.S.

NJ

Rutgers University

•

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford,

NJ

Pediatrics

To my

friends and colleagues, I
wish you continued success in
your life journeys. Thanks for all
the memories. Please keep in

touch!

To

the

SOM

faculty and staff,

thank you for your pearls of wis-

dom

and support.

my beloved family,
thank you for your prayers. Your
love, insight and support have
been blessings throughout my
life. Most of all, thank you for
always cooking chicken adobo
when I come home, and always
having ice cream in the freezer!
Lastly, to

"From Him,

the

whole body

joined and held together by every
supporting ligament, grows and
builds itself up in love, as each
part does

You

its

work."
- Ephesians 4:16

my

strength and
oh Father, and
I promise to do my part
in Your work.
are

inspiration,
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Sara Elizabeth

Bush,D.O.
Blairstown,
B.S.

NJ

Villanova University

•

Warren Hospital

NJ

Phillipsburg,

Family Practice
is the beginning of a new
You have been given this day
to use as you will. You can waste it
or use it for good. What you do

"This
day.

today

is

important because you are

exchanging a day of your life for it.

When tomorrow comes,
will

be gone forever;

something
behind... let

that

it

this

in its

day

place

you've

is

left

be something good."

Thanks Mom and Dad And all the
!

others

who

helped

more difficult days

me make
in the past

the

four

years into something good. I really

could not have done
you!

it

without

Charles

D.O.

Buttaci,
Trenton,
B.S.

•

NJ

Northeastern University

Uinversity of Massachusetts
Medical Center/UNECOM
Memorial Health Care
Worcester,

MA

•

I

would

like to

thank

family and friends

(

r
X,

of

my

me throughout my education. I
am especially appreciative of my

I

MM

all

who supported

wife, Kelly.

I

would not have

made it through school or many of

-..

life's

continuous challenges

without her love and devotion.

\

1

My academic achievements will
forever be a product of my
mother's inspiration, my father's
support and

my

sister's

encour-

agement.
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Sapna
Chaudhary,
D.O.
East Brunswick,

BA.

%

NJ

University of

Pennsylvania
Beth Israel Medical Center

New

York,

NY

Family Practice
Dad, Shaun and Dimple Thank you for all your love and
support. You always kept your
faith in me no matter what decisions I made. Thank you for always being there for me. I owe

Mom,

everything

I

am

to all of you.

I

love you very much.

Mala, Parmis, Amy and Dena Thank you for all the good times.
I
would never have made it
through these four years without
you guys. Thanks for keeping me
sane, listening to my problems,
and for just always being there. I
will miss you all.

Mike Thank you for being my very best
I could not have imagined
meeting a more wonderful per-

friend.

son.
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mm

l

w

-

H

Flavio
Cornejo, D.O.
Davenport,
Z?.S. •

CA

San Jose State

University
Stanislaus Health Services

Modesto,

CA

Family Practice

my wife
Christine for showing me joy and
strength; my daughter Carina for
showing me wonder and inspiration, my daughter Chloe, for
showing me energy and enthusiasm; my sister Maria for showing me spontaneity and nonconformity; my brother Hugo for
showing me curiousity and ability; my brother Ramon for showI

would

ing

me

like to

thank

ambition and persever-

my dad Ramon for showing me intelligence and leadership; but most of all, I thank my

ence;

mom

for

showing me

unconditional love.
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faith

and

Anthony C.
Corrado, D.O.
Fairfield,

BA.* New

NJ

York University

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford,

NJ

Otolaryngology/Facial
Plastic Surgery

Thanks

my

to all

family for their

my

constant encouragement of all

endeavors throughout the yeara.

Mom

and Dad for your
and patience. Thanks Tara for putting up
with me for all these years. Thanks

Thanks

relentless love, support

Dena

for being

my

best friend.

Thanks to all my pals in N

.

Y .C

.

for

me sane throughout all
stages of my education I could not
keeping

.

have done
"Just

it

make

without you

it

all.

happen."
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Jessica

Costabile,D.O.
Absecon,

BA.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

NYCOMI

Union Hospital

Union,

NJ

Internal Medicine

Who
years

would have guessed that 4
would take so long? Mom,

my
men - Alex and

Bry. Mike, Kris, Moosie, and

two

little

Michael. ..you have

all

helped to

keep

me grounded and

when

at

times

I

thought

my

mind.

I

love you

lose

I

sane

would

all

very

much!
Dad. ..even though you're not
here, you've helped me more
than you could ever imagine.
When no one was there I knew
you were by my side pushing me
along. You'll always be my an,

gel!!

To

the rest of

friends in

my

Absecon,

family and
I

couldn't

have asked for a better group of
individuals to laugh, cry and cel-

ebrate with. ...there really

place like home.
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is

no

Laurie

Cozens, D.O.
Haddonfield,
B.S.

•

NJ

Richard Stockton

State College

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford,

Thanks
and

Andy. Tim. Bethany

to

Mom for all your support and
through these tough years.

faith

You

NJ

are truly wonderful!

These pictures tell it all - family,
music, home, and my happy place
- Saranac Lake, NY. Somehow I
fit them into this life of medicine,
nursing, and healing that God has
given me.

"Remind me of this
with every decision.

Generations will reap what
I

I

sow

can pass on a curse
or a blessing

To

those

I

know."
- Sara Groves

will never

Generations
Dedicated to John

W.

Gorgas,

11/1933 - 10/1971
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Jr.

Michael T.
Dalley,D.O.
Spring Valley,

BA. • Binghamton
St.

Claire

's

NY

University

Hospital

Schenectady,

NY

Traditional Rotating

"How far you go in life depends
on your being tender with the
young, compassionate with the
aged, sympathetic with the striv-

and tolerant of the weak and
Because someday in life
you will have been all of these."
- George Washington Carver
ing,

strong.

To my
done

it

family, I couldn't have
without your support, you

are the inspiration that keeps

me

going. T., D., Greg, Sapi and

Mala:

all

those hours,

together and

I

you guys for

it.
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we made

it

will never forget

Jersey City,

BA.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

Post Graduate Research

UMDNJ-SOM
Stratford,

NJ

Life has always been a roller

coaster ride, but the ride has

never been as gratifying, nauseating and enlightening as it has
been during the past 4 years. The
best thing has been the people
who helped me get on the ride,
held my hand and helped me get
off safely for life's journey
ahead. To my family; to strang-

who became good friends
(DL,DY,TH,CT,VB,LC,CW)
and gave me so much unselfishly
(Dean Wallace, Jackie

ers

Giacobbe, Dean Micciche); to
my mentors and to the staff:

THANK YOU

is

not

enough

to

express the gratitude, admiration, trust

and respect

I

have for

you. I promise to abide by and
cherish the values, kindness,

knowledge and wisdom, art of
listening and healing you have
taught me.
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art

Haddonfield,

NJ

• University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill

B.S.

UMDNJ-SOMIKHS
Stratford

NJ

Internal Medicine

"Your best friends know the song
is in your heart, and can sing
back to you when you forget it."
- Author Unknown

that
it

THANKS TO:
- Mom, Dad and Regina,

for the

years of love, understanding and
support that got me to this point,

and made me who I am;
- Dr. Simmers, for making medicine seem like fun to an 8-yearold waiting for his annual
checkup;

- Dr.

Scotti, for showing an impressionable 11 -year-old how
fascinating medicine could be;
- Dr. Giudice, for proving that
there are jobs in this world that
you can love getting out of bed
for, and channelling that enthusiasm and talent into your work,

and inspiring others;
-the friends who've shaped and

improved my life in many ways;
-my classmates and colleagues
who made the trip less
painful and

more

fun.
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GodwinKarolak, D.O.

Allison

NJ

Point Pleasant,
B.S.

•

Villanova University

NYCOM/ Union Hospital
Union,

NJ

Family Medicine
Dad, you taught
tious, to

work

me

to

hard, to

be ambi-

do well

in

school and that success will be a
natural result.

Mom, you taught me to be loving,
compassionate, honest, confident

and

strong.

Lee, you taught

me to have a sense

of humor and laugh

at

myself.

me to be humble
my elders ("I'm a

John, you taught

and

to respect

boy and I'm

My

older...")

beloved husband, Mark, you

me to believe in myself and

taught

that nothing

really

want

Thank you

is

out of reach if you

it.

all

for

your support,

generosity, guidance
all,

for

your

and most of

love.

Special thanks to Spike and Patch
for their unconditional love
all

of

kisses

their

warm

and for

greetings and

when needed them most!
I
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Evan B.
Goldstein, D.O.
Princeton,
B.S.

•

NJ

University of

Wisconsin-Madison

NYCOM/ Maimonides
Medical CenterBrooklyn,

NY

Family Practice

'The expectations of life depend
upon diligence; the mechanic
that would perfect his work must
first

sharpen his tools."

- Confucius

Nancy GrausoEby, D.O.
NJ

Pennsauken,
M.S.

•

Boston University

Geisinger Medical Center
Danville,

PA

Pediatrics

"I

think these difficult times

have helped

me

better than before

to

understand

how

infinitely

and beautiful life is in every
way and that so many things that
one goes around worrying about
are of no importance whatsorich

ever."

-

Isak Dinesen

to all of my family; espemy husband Mike, and my

Thanks
cially

mom.

I

couldn't have done this

without you.
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Michael S.
Green, D.O.
Marlton,
B.A.

NJ

Rutgers College

•

Albert Einstein

Medical Center
Philadelphia,

PA

Emergency Medicine
Parmis,
heart.

I

I

love you with

all

my

could not imagine medi-

Thank
you for being my support and
showing me so much love during
all those times I really needed
you too. You truly are the best
thing that ever happened to me.
Thank you Mom and Dad for all
cal school without you.

the years of emotional support.

Thank you

for pushing

achieve even

when

I

me

didn't

to

want

would have never made it
was not for the two of
you. Thank you Brian and Becky
to.

I

this far if it

for all the years
port.

of love and supwith me

You guys were

every step of the way. Thank you
to

my new Mom,

for a great last

Dad, and Pam
couple of years. I

look forward to

many more.

A
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Parmis
(Allahyari)

Green, D.O.
Franklin Lakes,
B.S.

•

NJ

SUNY Albany

Mercy Fitzgerald
Medical Center
Philadelphia,

Mom, you
strength and

are

my

my best

PA
hero,,

my

friend.

love you with my whole
almost lost you and I thank
God for every day I have with you.
Pamela, every day you make me
proud to be your big sister, we grow
together and learn from each other.
Mike, you are my angel sent from
Heaven, you bring out the best in
me always. I never could have
made it through medical school
without you. You truly are my
soul mate.
Sapna, Amy, Mala, Dena - you

Dad,

I

heart.

I

guys have been

my

best friends

through these years. I'm so lucky
that I have such incredible friends.
You all have a special place in my
heart and
friends,

I

know we will stay good

no matter where

life

takes

us.

Mom

and Dad Green, Becky and
I consider myself lucky to
have gained such a wonderful famBrian,

ily. I

love you
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all.

Amy
Gruen, D.O.
Westfield,

B.S.

Duke

•

NJ

University

Westchester Hospital

Miami,

FL

Traditional Rotating

So now I'm

Don't

a physician.

Mom

and Dad, I'm still
- always will be.
Thank you Mom, Dad, Jeff and
worry.

your

little girl

Looey

for getting

me

here, and

for being so involved in every-

thing I've ever done. Whatever

happens, the "Gruen Pride" carries us a

my
made
to

long way.

And thank you

dear friends that

I

have

- Joey, Dena, Evan,
Joanna, Mike and Parmis. These
four years will be remembered
for the endless adventures of

tweedle-dee and tweedle-dum
the Village,

at

Sunday night Chi-

nese and chocolate chip cookies,
winter nights sitting near the

fire

and stuffing ourselves into the
Jacuzzi, daring to dream of lives
together in the trailer park, and of course - Miami! I wish you
luck and know that you will al-

ways be

in

my

life.
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Robert F. Hahn
III,

D.O.

Marlton,
B.S.

•

NJ

Cook College-

Rutgers University

Frankford Hospital
Philadelphia,

PA

Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation

"You
Look

see the salt on this pretzel?
at

the stars.

Now some

people, they say the stars are billions

and billions of hot gas, but

think maybe,

God's

salt,

maybe

it's

and God's just waiting

to eat us."

- Can't Hardly Wait
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I

just

Robert L.
Holmes, D.O.
Northern,
B.S.

*

University

VA

ofRochester

Keesler Air Force Base
Biloxi,

MS

Internal Medicine

Krista,

my

whom

wife

I

adore,

gave me the impetus to change my
career to medicine and the support I needed to make it through
this far. Thank you for all of your
sacrifice, sweetheart.

Andrew, my son who continues to
amaze me, gave me added inspiration.

Thank you. Buddy,

me

for teaching

something new everyday.

Thank you

to

my

family - to

my

parents, in-laws, brothers and

baby

sister.

Thank you God
work and grace.

for

Your handi-
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Joshua
Jedwab, D.O.
Highland Park

B.A.

•

NJ

CUNY Queens College

Brookdale Hospital

NY

Brooklyn,

General Surgery
True happiness comes from enjoying what you do and having
the support it takes to accomplish
your dreams. Without the self-

of my amazing wife,
I would not have
been able to pursue my dream.
Gila you are an incredible
less support

kids and family,

woman whom

without,

my

life

would not be complete. I love
you very much and thanks for
being you. I hope that the rest of
the class 2002 have or will find
the happiness that

1

enjoy

in their

families and career.

Josh
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Lai
Kapadia, D.O.
Shelton,

B.A.

•

CT

University of

Connecticut

UNECOM/ University of
Connecticut

Farmington,

CT

Internal Medicine

To

all

my

heart,

the people

present,

I

I

hold close to

from both the past the

owe many

their support

thanks for

and encourage-

thank my sisters for helpme accomplish my goals and
become the person I am today. I
am lucky to have them in my life.
ment.

I

ing

To my

friends,

I

wish the best of

luck and say good-bye, for now.
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Gregory A.
Khan-Arthur,

D.O.
Brooklyn,
B.A.

•

NY

Vassar College

NYCOM/ Maimonides
Medical CenterBrooklyn,

NY

OB/GYN
I

am honored

to

be included

among members of this graduating
and

class

all

those that walked be-

fore us in this great profession.

I

am

especially proud to have had

the

accompaniment of Drs.

McAuley, Dalley and Salib.
would say we made the most if it,
I

but truly

we made

hearty "bigup"
all

my

is

it

even more.

A

also in order for

my
my bros

Flatbush massive:

Daddy,

Francine,

Romel,

sis

my

Kola, Mex,

Zoreena, Chris,

headstrong

cousins Kathy,

Ron and

women

that

all

those

keep us

Scherece, Taikischa and

right:

Toah. Your love, support, guidance and grounding kept

me up

when should have

I

I

fallen.

a big smile to Heaven.

smile

Thank you

Mommy, Grandmas and
Grandpas

for smiling

down on me.

jj

Dena

L.

Lacara, D.O.
Belleville,

B.S.

•

NJ

Rutgers College of

Pharmacy

UMDNJ-Overlook Hospital
Summit,

NJ

Family Medicine

"What we have done has barely
scratched the surface.
that there

is,

in fact,

juice in that lemon.
this is not

It

turns out

unlimited

The

fact

is,

about squeezing any-

all; it is about tapping an
ocean of creativity, passion and
energy that, as far as we can see,
has no bottom and no shores."

thing at

-Author Unknown

To my family - I love you very
much and appreciate all you've
done. Thank you for your love
and unending support. Without
you, I would not have made

it

this

far.

For Daddy, Gramp and Brenda I wish you were here to share this
with me. Continue watching
over me from above. You are in

my

heart, always.
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David
MacBride,D.O.
Lindenwold,
M.S.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

Albert Einstein Medical Center
Philadelphia,

PA

Emergency Medicine
to my family, especially
my wife and best friend Jeannine.

Thanks

Your love and support through
made our sacrifices
seem obsolete. Mom and Dad,
your enormous strength and
the years has

perseverence through

life's

hard-

me the ability to
my endeavors. All

ships have given

succeed in all
of my friends at the fire company,
especially Joe, Mark and
Bumper, thanks for being such
great firneds and standing by my
dreams. My fellow Osteopath's:
Chuck, Mike, Ma C, Jess and
Sara, what can I say, you went
through it with me. Gino and
Josie, thanks for your support and
friendship for the past

Scali,

1

5 years.

am grateful to Dr. Vic
who inspired me to pursue

Finally,

I

a career in

76

emergency medicine.

Ann

Jean

Mathew, D.O.
Bergenfield,
B.S.

•

NJ

Montclair State
University

Delaware County
Memorial Hospital
Traditional Rotating

"But by the grace of
what I am."
I

God

I

am

Cor 15:10

of all to my Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ: Thank you for leading me and carrying me in your
arms.
grateful for your unconditional love and steadfast
mercy. Let You be always gloriFirst

Fm

fied in

my

life.

& Achan: I can't thank you
enough for your love and support. I would not have made this
without your prayers. I'm proud
to have you as my role models.
Ma-ji

Julamma

&

Roychan, Judy and

"yaya", Josh & Julie and "baby":
I can never repay your encour-

agement and guidance. I'm
all of you in my
Matthew, Jessica and Jeremy: Thank's for bringing so
much laughter and joy to us.

blessed to have
life.

My

friends, especially Vivian

and Chia-Chi:

It

was

a great four

years. Let our friend-

7g

ship continue to
grow in the future.

Darren

Cobham

McAuley, D.O.
Plainfield,

B.A.

•

NJ

Vassar College

UMDNJ-St. Francis Hospital
Jersey

City,

NJ

Family Medicine
I

want to thank

first

and foremost

my

Mom and Dad. Without your support
and help all these years, it would
have been impossible for me to have
achieved any of this. One thing we
can't control
I

is

who

really lucked out

greatest.

way you

I

promise

our parents

are.

by getting 2 of the
I'll

always

live the

taught me.

To Mike, Tamer, Rajan and Greg,
want you to know how much

I
I

needed you guys to get through this.
The support of brothers who speak,
dance, dress and see the world the

way

I

see

it is

invaluable.

you were always the only
person I ever felt comfortable
enough to completely be myself
Janelle,

around. You

know me

better than

anyone else and took me at face
value, and gave me confidence.
Drs. Gallagher and Clowers, thank
you for being the greatest examples
of what physicians should be.
Ruth - coudn't have made it without
you. This last year would have broken a lesser man. Thanks to all of the
above mentioned. God gave me
miracles in the form of all
1
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of you.

|

r~

If

Hetul Shashi

Mehta,D.O.
Florence,

NJ

Rutgers UniversityCollege of Pharmacy

UNECOM/St.

Luke's Hospital

Bethlehem,

PA

Internal Medicine

To my
I

family.

would

thank you for all
and encouragement

like to

the support
that you've

provided through the

Thank you Mom, Dad,
Mehul and Bhabi.

years.

To
It's

the Class of 2002,

been an absolute privilege -

thank you!

—

—

.

Ariel

Meyer, D.O.
Leonid,
B.A.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

UNECOM/
University of Connecticut

Farmington,

CT

Internal Medicine

Thanks,

Mom, Dad,

Lil-J,

Grandpa and Grandma; I never
forgot what you told me about
what it takes to help make people
feel better.

I love you and thank God
you everyday of my life.

Shira,
for
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Kate
Oksov, D.O.
Springfield,

B.A.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford, NJ
Family Medicine

my

family for always

being there for

me - you are truly

Thanks

to

wonderful!

To my

- medical school
would not have been the same
friends

without you.

And

to Eric

- thanks for all your
- life would not

love and support

have been the same without you.
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Sarah
Perloff, D.O.
Cherry Hill,
B.A.

*

NJ

Rutgers University*

UNECOM/ University of
Connecticut

Farmington,

CT

Internal Medicine

To my

parents, thank

you

for

enduring love and support for

my endeavors. Without you,

I

your
of

all

would

never have been able to accomplish

my goals and dreams. You made me
believe in myself and for that

forever indebted to you.

I

I

am

love you.

To Ben and Dan, thank you for always reminding me that there is life
outside medicine. Your perfectly
timed study breaks and reminders
that "it's getting late" helped keep
me sane-not an easy feat, I know-

and reminded me that I will always
have 2 wonderful brothers looking
out for me. I love you guys!

To my

friends, thanks for

always

seems like yesterday
we started, with memories to cherish
- whirlwind tour of Europe with
Kate and Shannon, rounds and rants
with Chris, Team HinJew with
being there!

Hetul,

It

my "Day of Beauty"' birthday
my

from Paula and Michelle, and

automotive genius Sharkey.
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l

love vou

all!

Samantha Mara
Plasner, D.O.
Freehold,
B.S.

•

NJ

Richard Stockton
College

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford, NJ
Family Practice

Mom, Dad, Melissa, Lindsay,
Joan, Izzy, Lonnie, and of
course, Scott:

Thank you

for all

of your support and inspiration. I
would not have made it this far
without you!

Love,

Sam

Scott Solomon
Plasner, D.O.
Watchung,
B.A.

•

Emory

NJ

University

Frankf'ord Health System
Philadelphia,

I

want

to

PA

thank you for

love and support -

all

Mom,

your
Dad,

Lou, Grandma Rosie, Grandma

May, Carol,

Jeff,

Melissa. Especially

wife Samantha.
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Lyndsay and

my beautiful

Vijaya

Potharlanka
Redlich, D.O.
Succasunna,
M.S.

•

NJ

Georgetown University

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford, NJ
Family Medicine
To Dad and Mom - Thank you for all
your help emotionally and financially, your love, and support in my
endeavor to become a doctor. The
sacrifices you both made for our
family will never be forgotten.
To Akka - Thank you for being such
a great big sister and always being
there to guide, love and help me in
all I do in my life. I would not be
where I am without your advice. We
both made it. Doc!
Venu Bawa - Thanks for being my
new big brother and being so helpful
over the past few years.
To my wonderful new husband Thank you. Sweetie, for your encouragement, unconditional love
and endless efforts in making me
who I am today. Without you, my
life would be meaningless. To my
new In-laws, thank you for accepting me into your family wholeheartedly.

Thanks

to all

my

friends

med school memorable.
Good luck to you all!

who made
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Jl,

I*

Shahzad
Rashid, D.O.
Livingston,
B.A.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

Frankford Hospital
Philadelphia.

All thanks go to

granting

me

PA

God

alone for

the provisions and

guidance to remain steadfast and
attain righteousness

throughout

this life.

[22: 15] If anyone thinks that

cannot support him

God

in this life

and in the Hereafter, let him turn
completely to (his Creator in)
Heaven, and sever (his dependence on anyone else). He will
then see that this plan eliminates

anything that bothers him.

Those who submit completely to God, while leading a
righteous life, have gotten hold
[3

1

:22]

of the strongest bond. For God
in full control of all things.

is

Mala
Rastogi, D.O.
Edison,
B.S.

NJ

College ofNew Jersey

•

NYCOM/ Maimonides
Medical Center
Brooklyn,

NY

Traditional Rotating

"'Diligence
tune,

mother of good

the

is

and idleness,

brough a man

its

for-

opposite, never

of any of his

to the goal

best wishes."

- Cervantes, Don Quixote

Always, always, always work to
make your dreams come true and they
will.

Congrats

to the

Class of 2002.

We

have worked so hard for
would never have been able
complish

my

this!

goals without the un-

conditional love and support of
family.

I

I

to ac-

want

to thank

my

my

mother

and father for always being so incredibly selfless. It's

because of their well

wishes and prayers that I'm where
I

am

today.

Thanks

Amit, for teaching

to

me

my

brother,

the value of

working hard and never allowing me
to doubt myself, and also my sisterin-law, Priya, for teaching

me

to

never

settle for

best.

Thank you

I've

made here - Tamer, Sapna,

anything less than the
to lifelong friends

Parmis and Haniya.
I

really

do love you guys.
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Shannon
(Gorlick)
Rittberg, D.O.
Manalapan,
B.A.

•

NJ

Rutgers College-

Rutgers University

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford,

NJ

Family Medicine

Thank you:
press

It

is

so hard to ex-

my thanks to

all

the people

who have helped get me here. To

my

friends,

I

cannot imagine

how would have survived withI

My parents have never
stopped with their love and sup-

out you.
port.

They

are truly

two angels

put here on Earth to guide me.

I

love you both so much. I thank
my brother Scott, in whose eyes
I can do no wrong. I also need to
thank my grandparents who unfortunately will not be able to
share in this special time, but I
know they have watched over me
with great joy. Lastly, I must
thank my husband Derek. Without you, I know this day would
not have arrived. I owe my

you and love you
more than you will ever know.
strength to
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Janmeet Singh
Sahota, D.O.
New Providence, NJ
B.S.

•

Rutgers University

Peninsula Hospital

Far Rockaway,

NY

Orthopaedic Surgery

Thank you Mom, Dad, Preet,
Deep and Jyoti for helping me all
along the way.

It

would have been

impossible to make it this far
without your support and unconditional love.

My life is

great be-

cause I have been lucky enough to
share

it

with you.
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Tamer
Salib,D.O.
Brooklyn,

M.P.H.

NY

University*

•

of

Michigan

New

York United
Medical Center

Port Chester,

NY

Emergency Medicine
It

has been a lengthy yet seemingly

brief four years.
all

I

want to congratulate

my classmates. My brothers, Mike,

God you all
you guys definitely
made these years fun. Thanks for the
Darren and Greg, thank

were

in

my class,

invaluable friendship. Mike. Mala,

thank you for being a true friend, you
will

be an excellent, compassionate

Mom and Dad: I thank you
and love you for all the sacrifices and
love you have given me. I owe all my

physician.

successes to you.

asked

God

I

could not have

for better parents.

brothers and their wives:
Ihab,
I

feel

My

Hossam and

we were brothers at first, but now
am proud and

more like friends.

honored

to

I

have both as

my

brothers

Thank you Maura and
Magy, for the love and making me part
ofyourfamily. ThepersonI wantto
and

friends.

is my late Aunt
who partly raised me. I

thank most
Antoinette,

learned compassion, kindness and

from her example. I love you and
thank you.

selflessness
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Deborah
Sambucci, D.O.
Pennsauken,
B.A.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford, NJ
Traditional Rotating

"So many faces
life,

in

and out of

my

some will last, some will just be

now and
hellos

then. Life

is

a series of

and goodbyes. I'm afraid it's

time for goodbye again."

-

Billy Joel

Thank you to my family and friends
for their support.
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Charles J.
Sharkey, D.O.
Deptford,
B.S.

•

Monmouth

NJ
University

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford, NJ
Family Medicine
I

wish

my deepest
my wife, Natalie, and

express

to

gratitude to

my family and friends. Achieving
this goal

would not have been

possible without your endless
love, support, guidance, sacrifices

and words of encourage-

ment.

To

all

our tomorrows...
-

Charles
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Regina L. Smith,
D.O.
Philadelphia,
B.A.

•

University

PA

of Virginia

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford, NJ
OB/GYN
The love and support of my family

and friends gave me the

ration to follow

my

inspi-

dreams.

I

thank each of you, especially
Mom and Dad.

The

Gift of Friendship

Friendship is a priceless gift that
cannot be bought or sold, but its
value is far greater than a mountain

made of gold -

For gold is cold and lifeless, it
can neither see nor hear, and in
the time of trouble it is powerless
to cheer. It has no ears to listen,
no heart to understand. It cannot
bring you comfort or reach out a
helping hand. So when you ask
God for a gift, be thankful if He
sends not diamonds, pearls or
riches, but the love of real true
friends. Thanks Kwandaa,
Bolanle, Kim, Stacy, Lea, ChrisSonja, Nicole, Veronica

tine,

and Tatia.
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Kelly
Stephenson,

D.O.
Brick
B.A.

NJ

College ofNotre

•

Dame

ofMaryland
Medical University of
South Carolina
Charleston,

SC

Internal Medicine/Ps\ 'chiatry

Thanks

to

my Mom, for being my

travel partner, emotional

sup-

porter, career advisor, financial

economic

aid caller and

Thanks

to

my

reliever!

who kept my
my "emergency
my refrigerator

Dad,

white coat white,

fund" funded,
stocked,
letters

my

bike riding and the

coming!

Thanks

to

ibility,

interest,

Kevin, for your flex-

humor,

and

support. ..and for listening. ..and
listening. ..and listening!

Best of luck to the Class of 2002!
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Michelle C.

Tamburro, D.O.
Montville,

B.A.

NJ

Rutgers University

•

Beth Israel Medical Center

NJ

Newark,

Pediatrics

"To laugh

often and much; to

win

the

respect of intelligent people and the
affection of children; to earn the ap-

preciation of honest critics and en-

dure the betrayal of false friends; to
appreciate beauty, to find the best in
others; to leave the
ter;

world a

garden patch or
condition; to

a

bet-

little

whether by a healthy

child, a

redeemed

know even one

social

life

has

brethed easier because you have
lived.

This

meaning of suc-

the

is

cess."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson
Keith,

for all

your support over

you

these last four years;
lar

we did.

did not do this myself,

I

Thank you

of strength,

my

are

my pil-

fortitude.

I

love

you more each day and can't wait
spend the

To the
"What

rest

of our

to

lives together!

Class of 2002:
lies

behind us and what

lies

before us are tiny matters compared
to

what

lies

within us."

- Oliver Wendell Holmes

Good Luck!

1Q3

Joanna N.
Tewfik, D.O.
Medford,
B.A.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

Westchester Hospital

Miami,

FL

Traditional Rotating

In the face

of tragedy

I

have

my

family to thank for my stability and

keep going. I want to
mother for being such a
pillar of strength. She gave me the
focus I needed at times when I
could not see the path ahead. I need
to thank my brother, Tamer, for his
pride in me, his words of wisdom,
and the knowledge and strength he
ability to

thank

my

has offered

me throughout my four

years of medical school.

I

want

to

thank my sister, Tanya. Through
her tragic situation I have learned
much about myself and about the
life I'm about to embark on. I want
to thank her for watching over me in
these past

months since she has

been gone and to remind her to
never fly without me again. When I
was emotionally weak, I have
Mario to thank for holding me up

and making me smile. I have
learned that you have but ONE life
to live. If you do not live it for
yourself then you are not living at
all.
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Live, love, laugh.

Thank you Dad, Daniel,
Alex,Tara,Jenny& Jessie

James
Townsend, D.O

-i

Gloucester Township,
B.A.

•

NJ

LaSalle University

1

1

".

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford, NJ
Psychiatry
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Chirag
Trivedi, D.O.
Jersey
B.A.

•

City,

NJ

Rutgers University

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford, NJ
Internal Medicine
It's hard to believe we are done with
4 years of medical school and will
soon be interns. Thanks to all the
professors and attending physi-

cians for contributing to

ing experience.

Thanks

friends for keeping

my learnto all my

me going, espe-

tough times. A
very special thanks to my mom,
dad, and my sister for always being
cially during those

there for me.

giving
this

It

Thank you Lord

for

me the strength to complete

journey.

has been an interesting 4 years

am sure there's more to come
we all go our separate ways.
Good luck everyone.
and

I

as

10c

Samantha
Uriguen, D.O.
Pittstown,

B.A.

•

NJ

Ursinus College

UMDNJ-SOM/KHS
Stratford, NJ
Family Medicine
"While the destination
tant, the

ward.

journey

is

is

impor-

the ultimate re-

"

To my family and friends that have
made the journey worth it - you
mean the world to me. Thank you.

15£

Chia-Chi
Wang, D.O.
Piscataway,
B.S.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

UMDNJ-New Jersey
Medical School
Newark, NJ
General Surgery
Happiness
arrive

at,

traveling. If

is

not a state to

manner of
you want others

but a

to

be happy, practice compassion.
If

you want

to

be happy,

practice compassion.

-
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Dalai

Lama

N

Kiyosha
Watts, D.O.
Littlestown,
B.S.

•

PA

Shippensburg University

Eisenhower Army
Medical Center
Ft. Gordon, GA
Family Practice

"The higher the goal, the harder
the climb. But taken one step at a
time, the goal

the

is

accomplished,

dream attained, and the
The wisdom and strength

prizes?

that are gained."

Thanks to my family,

friends

and

loved ones.
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David
Yorio,D.O.
Basking Ridge,
B.S.

•

NJ

University of

Massachusetts

NSUCOM/ Medical College
of Georgia
Augusta,

GA

Family Practice
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Hatim

F.

Youssef, D.O.
Monroe Township, NJ
B.A.

•

Rutgers University

UMDNJ-Robert Wood
Johnson Medical Center
Piscataway, NJ.
Internal Medicine

"There
sight

is

no

intelligence like fore-

and lineage

like

good charac-

ter."

(Prophet

Muhammed,

"Good character has

p.b.u.h.)

ten signs: re-

luctance to argue; fairness; never

hoping for slips

in others;

looking

for a charitable interpretation

of

other people's misdeeds; finding

excuses for them; tolerating the

harm they do
oneself;
faults

to

one; blaming

knowing one's own

and not those of others;

meeting young and old alike with
a cheerful face;

kindly to those
or

and speaking

who

are superior

more humble than

oneself."

(Yusef ibn Asbat)
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Christopher P.
Zipp, D.O.
West Orange,
M.S.

•

NJ

Rutgers University

UNECOM/ Warren Hospital
Phi I lips burg,

NJ

Family Medicine
Perseverence.

Thank you to my family and friends
your understanding and generI am blessed to have shared
the joys and challenges of the past
four years with you.
for

osity.

Karen, you are the most kind, gentle
and beautiful person I know. I need
you to know how deeply I love and
respect you. Thank you for everything you've done for me, especially for marrying me.

"When
stand;

sitting, sit;

above

"Far better

all,

it

when

standing,

do not wobble."
- Sensei Tran
to dare

is

mighty

win glorious triumphs,
even though checkered by failure,
things, to

than to take rank with those poor
spirits

who neither enjoy nor suffer

much, because they
twilight that

knows

live in the

gray

neither victory

nor defeat."

- Roosevelt
"Ichi go, Ichi ai."

- Chinen

Sensei
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A Message from Your Yearbook Committee

To

the Class of 2002,

The

past four years have been an incredible journey for us.

We have gone

from naive medical students putting on our white coats for the
capable physicians branching out

all

first

time, into

over the country ready to take care of our

fellow man. These four years have been filled with memories - hopefully

more good than bad -

for every single

the unique opportunity to look

school.

memories

his hard

for

work and

book

together.

Good

luck to

all

all

This yearbook will give us

like to

thank

all

of you for contribut-

of us to share. Special thanks to Dean Micciche for

input, as well as all of

you who helped

of you!

Shannon, Kate, Lai, Vivian, Michelle T.

The 2002 Yearbook Committee
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us.

back over our lifetime and remember medical

The yearbook committee would

ing your
all

one of

& Alissa

to put this year-

/

UMDNJ
|BB|

¥

SCHOOL OF
OSTEOPATHIC
MEDICINE
University of Medicine

&

Dentistry of

New

Jersey

